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Although influenza vaccine shortage is often attributed to low supply, it has been observed that even with
abundant supply, a major shortage can still occur because of late delivery. In this paper, motivated by

the influenza vaccine industry, we study a supply chain contracting problem in the presence of uncertainties
surrounding design, delivery, and demand of the influenza vaccine. In this supply chain, a manufacturer has
insufficient incentive to initiate at-risk early production prior to the design freeze because it is a retailer who reaps
the most benefits from selling more vaccines delivered on time. Anticipating that late delivery will lead to
potential loss in demand, the retailer tends to reduce the order size, which further discourages the manufacturer
from making an effort to improve its delivery performance. To break this negative feedback loop, a supply contract
needs to achieve two objectives: incentivize at-risk early production and eliminate double marginalization. We find
that two commonly observed supply contracts in practice, the delivery-time-dependent quantity flexibility (D-QF)
contract and the late-rebate (LR) contract, may fail to coordinate the supply chain because of the tension between
these two objectives. To resolve such a tension, we construct a buyback-and-late-rebate (BLR) contract and show
that a properly designed BLR contract can not only coordinate the supply chain but also can provide full flexibility
of profit division between members of the supply chain. Numerical experiments further demonstrate that the BLR
contract significantly improves supply chain efficiency compared to the contracts used in the industry.
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If you want a [flu] shot, you’re gonna have to dance
for it.

—“Dr. Leo Spaceman,” 30 Rock, Season 3, Episode 8

1. Introduction
Behind many conventional products are myriad uncon-
ventional challenges. When reflecting on the vaccine
industry, James Matthews (2006, p. 19) of Sanofi Pasteur
observes, “Even though the seasonal influenza vaccine
is considered a conventional vaccine by the industry,
new challenges with respect to timing and availability
of strains and the composition of the influenza vaccine
are the rule.” A special feature of the influenza vaccine
industry is that a manufacturer does not decide the
design of its own product (i.e., the composition of the
influenza vaccine). In the United States, for example,
the Vaccine and Related Biologic Products Advisory
Committee (VRBPAC), in short the Committee here-
inafter, which is independent of manufacturers, makes
recommendations to the Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) about the annual vaccine composition in

February or March of each year for the upcoming flu
season that begins the following October. The timing
of this decision creates remarkable challenges: On one
hand, the production process is complex and highly
uncertain; on the other hand, there is a tight time win-
dow left between the announcement of the composition
and the start of the flu season. These challenges make
it extremely difficult to match supply with demand;
in particular, supply shortage can occur even when
the supply is abundant. As an illustrative example,
influenza vaccine coverage recorded a decline to 41%
in the 2000–2001 influenza season, compared to 57% in
the previous season; meanwhile, 7.5 million vaccine
doses, or 10.6% of the total supply, remained unused
by the end of the season (Nowalk et al. 2005, O’Mara
et al. 2003). Fukuda et al. (2002, p. 235) explain this
seemingly paradoxical situation as follows:

The availability of influenza vaccine [in 2000 and 2001]
was significantly lower during [October and November]
than in previous years, which left many clinicians
and patients unable to find vaccine and led to the
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cancellation of many vaccination campaigns. Ironically,
in both years, increasing supplies of vaccine became
available in December, but the waning levels of demand
resulted in substantial surpluses of unused vaccine.

More recently, during the 2014–2015 season, influenza
vaccine manufacturers experienced delayed shipments
in the United States, resulting in a shortage during the
peak demand time in October (Loftus 2014).

A common practice for vaccine manufacturers to
improve their delivery performance is to start produc-
ing vaccines prior to the Committee’s announcement
of the vaccine composition (VRBPAC 2002–2014). This
option, however, involves the risk that a manufac-
turer’s projected composition may differ from the
Committee’s decision—in this case, the whole batch of
vaccine strains in production will have to be discarded.
According to Raymond Fitch, the director of viral
manufacturing at Sanofi Pasteur, who spoke in 2009 on
behalf of the industry (VRBPAC 2002–2014):

To make sure that we hit that timing both on distribution
timing and total supply, manufacturers have to enter
into manufacturing processes in January of that year
under a risk condition which is the unselected strains.
0 0 0Production was initiated by most manufacturers
under an at-risk condition because of still pending the
strain selection process.

Whereas the manufacturer bears the entire risk asso-
ciated with this early production, its benefit mostly
accrues to a retailer (i.e., a healthcare provider) because
the retailer can generate more revenue from vaccines
delivered on time by the manufacturer. Thus, a well-
designed supply contract needs to provide proper
incentives for the manufacturer to improve its delivery
performance.

As the initial step of our study, we collected supply
contracts between major vaccine manufacturers and
two major academic medical centers over the past
several years. Most of these contracts were signed in
January for vaccines to be delivered for the next flu
season starting in October. Our focus in this paper is on
this direct distribution channel between manufacturers
and retailers, although manufacturers may distribute
vaccines through distributors who in turn deliver
vaccines to smaller retailers such as physician offices.
Table 1 provides representative sample contracts used
by two major manufacturers (referred to as A and B,
respectively) during three consecutive seasons. For
instance, we refer to the contract used by Manufacturer
A as the delivery-time-dependent quantity flexibility
(D-QF) contract, and the contract used by Manufacturer
B during the 2009–2010 season is the so-called late-
rebate (LR) contract. It is interesting to observe that
the D-QF contract, although new to the literature,
resembles the quantity flexibility (QF) contract (see,
e.g., Cachon 2003) but differs in that the maximum

Table 1 Sample Contracts in Influenza Vaccine Industry

Manufacturer Season Contract terms

A 2010–2011 A proportion of unused doses can be
returned for full credit:

• doses shipped before October 15:
up to 25% of the doses;

• doses shipped after October 15:
up to 50% of the doses.

2009–2010 The same as in the 2010–2011 season.
2008–2009 The same as in the 2010–2011 season

except that the cut-off date is
November 15.

B 2010–2011 No returns are allowed; no rebate for
late-delivered items.

2009–2010 A 10% rebate is provided for orders
shipped after September 30.

2008–2009 No returns are allowed; no rebate for
late-delivered items.

returnable quantity depends on the timing of delivery.
We find that manufacturers tend to use their preferred
“type” of contracts such as D-QF and LR contracts,
although some specific prices or terms were slightly
different, possibly as a result of negotiations.

There are a couple of observations from Table 1.
First, the two manufacturers used different types of
contracts. Second, even for the same manufacturer,
contract types varied across years. It appears that
the industry has been experimenting with different
types of contracts. In light of these observations, one
may raise several questions about how to manage this
supply chain: How does the inclusion of multiple types
of uncertainties and the production timing decision
complicate the incentive alignment problem in the
supply chain? Do those contracts used in practice
perform well? For instance, the D-QF contract adopts
a delivery-time dependent term to encourage early
production by the manufacturer. Does this added
complexity in the contract design lead to coordination
of the supply chain? What contracting options should
be recommended to improve supply chain efficiency
and social welfare?

To answer these questions, we develop an analytical
model that captures the following three key sources
of uncertainties in this supply chain: (1) The product
design is exogenous to a manufacturer because the
Committee determines the composition of the influenza
vaccine. Thus, if the manufacturer begins its production
prior to a design freeze, then it faces the risk associated
with product design. (2) The delivery lead time required
for manufacturing and distributing vaccines is long
(usually six to eight months) and uncertain. Because of
the complex processes of production, testing, releas-
ing, and distribution, a manufacturer has to make its
production decision way in advance of the demand
season, but its delivery of vaccine can still be delayed,
especially when it begins its production after the design
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uncertainty is resolved. (3) The demand is time sensitive
and uncertain. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) notes the time sensitivity of the
demand as follows (CDC 2014): “Manufacturers with
vaccine coming off the production line in middle or
late November or later may not be able to sell it all and
providers receiving vaccine in this same time frame
may not be able to convince patients to receive it.”
When a retailer signs a contract, typically in January, it
faces an uncertain demand for the next flu season that
starts the following October.

Under a myriad of these uncertainties, we find that
various well-studied contracts are not effective in induc-
ing satisfactory delivery performance because of a
negative feedback loop in the firms’ incentives: Since the
benefit of on-time delivery mostly accrues to the retailer,
the manufacturer lacks the motivation to improve the
on-time delivery performance, which leads to potential
loss in demand and induces the retailer to order a
low quantity. We then analyze the D-QF and LR con-
tracts used in the industry that have special penalty
clauses for late delivery. Although each penalty clause
provides intuitive incentives for early production, we
find that both contracts may fail to coordinate the
supply chain under realistic settings. This is because
of the inherent tension between the two objectives to
achieve coordination: incentivizing the manufacturer
to undertake at-risk early production and inducing
the retailer to choose adequate order quantity. Given
the interdependence of the two decisions, one needs
to carefully orchestrate incentives for both parties to
maximize supply chain efficiency. Finally, we propose
a new contract type, called the buyback-and-late-rebate
(BLR) contract that builds on the strengths of the D-QF
and LR contracts. This contract is able to coordinate
the supply chain; meanwhile, it also allows a flexible
division of payoff between the two parties. Our numer-
ical analysis suggests that the use of a coordinating
contract improves the profitability of the supply chain
by 12.14% and 15.55% on average over the LR and
wholesale price contracts, respectively, as used in this
industry.

2. Literature Review
This work draws on and contributes to the following
two streams of literature. First, we contribute to the
rich literature of supply contracts by evaluating various
(well-known and new) types of contracts in the new
environment where a supply chain faces uncertainties in
design, delivery, and demand. Second, we contribute to
the influenza vaccine operations literature by studying
a contracting problem between an influenza vaccine
manufacturer and a healthcare provider based on the
real contracts used in practice.

Supply contracts have been studied extensively.
Below we review only the papers that are most related

to this paper, while referring readers to Cachon (2003)
for a comprehensive review of early work. Our paper
is related to the papers that study buyback/returns,
quantity flexibility contract, and rebates, including Arya
and Mittendorf (2004), Lariviere (1998), Padmanabhan
and Png (1997), Pasternack (1985), Taylor (2002), and
Tsay (1999). Whereas these papers focus on demand
uncertainty, our paper also addresses uncertainties in
delivery timing and product design.

The issue of on-time delivery has been studied from
various angles. Grout and Christy (1993) study pur-
chasing contracts in a just-in-time setting where the
delivery performance is controlled by a supplier and
show that, under delivery uncertainty only, a bonus
scheme improves on-time delivery. Cachon and Zhang
(2006) consider the sourcing problem of a buyer whose
operating costs are affected by both procurement price
and delivery lead time, and characterize the optimal
procurement mechanisms and two simple but effective
strategies. Hwang et al. (2014) consider the per-unit
penalty contract adopted by retailers that resembles the
late-rebate (LR) contract studied in our paper, but in
their model the supplier has a single production mode
and does not face demand and delivery uncertainties.
Our paper differs significantly from and thus enriches
this literature by studying a delivery-design trade-off
in the context of the vaccine industry.

To mitigate delivery risk, a manufacturer in our
model operates in dual production modes. This resem-
bles the setting of Donohue (2000) that models a fast
fashion supply chain with two production modes: one
is cheap but has a long lead time, and another is expen-
sive but more responsive to market demand. Three key
differences separate our paper from Donohue’s. First,
in our paper, early production helps improve delivery
performance, whereas in Donohue’s case it reduces
the production cost. Second, we consider uncertainties
in design, delivery, and demand, whereas Donohue
considers only demand uncertainty. Third, our paper
analyzes various supply contracts observed in the
vaccine industry, whereas Donohue focuses on the
wholesale price contract.

The second stream of related literature studies vari-
ous operational issues in the influenza vaccine supply
chain. Chick et al. (2008) show that if a central govern-
ment can select a fraction of a population to vaccinate,
then the government can use a cost-sharing contract to
induce a manufacturer to produce the socially optimal
quantity. Deo and Corbett (2009) analyze the effect
of yield uncertainty on competition among vaccine
manufacturers. Cho (2010) studies the Committee’s
problem of choosing an optimal vaccine composition
with dynamic information updating. Arifoğlu et al.
(2012) study the impact of yield uncertainty and self-
interested consumers on the inefficiency in the supply
chain, and they analyze the effectiveness of government
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interventions through partial centralization. Adida
et al. (2013) and Mamani et al. (2012) study how the
government can induce a socially optimal vaccine
coverage through subsidies to a manufacturer and
consumers. Chick et al. (2012) extend Chick et al. (2008)
by considering a setting where the manufacturer has to
satisfy the exact demand determined by the govern-
ment: If a low production yield leads to a shortfall, then
the manufacturer is required to make up the difference.
They show that the supply chain is coordinated when
the government’s additional administrative expense is
transferred to the manufacturer.

Our paper makes the following contributions to this
literature. First, our paper is the first to consider a
healthcare provider in the U.S. influenza vaccine supply
chain who places an order to a manufacturer and
then distributes vaccines to consumers. This research
perspective is shared by the case study by Deo et al.
(2012) on vaccine purchasing at NorthShore Univer-
sity HealthSystem. Based on the real contracts used
in practice, we analyze various contracts between a
healthcare provider and a manufacturer. Second, we
employ several new modeling elements supported
by industry evidence such as uncertain delivery tim-
ing, early production mode associated with design
risks, and time-sensitive uncertain demand. Although
the literature often attributes vaccine shortage to low
supply, our model reflects the observation that even
abundant supply may still result in shortage because
of late delivery. Finally, whereas the previous literature
studies the effectiveness of potential government inter-
ventions through partial centralization or subsidies,
we shed light on improvement opportunities through
coordinating contracts between firms in this supply
chain.

3. Modeling Framework
We consider a supply chain consisting of two risk-
neutral firms, a manufacturer and a retailer. As com-
monly assumed in the literature (e.g., Arifoğlu et al.
2012, Chick et al. 2008), the retailer sells a product
at a fixed price p. The associated demand, denoted
by �, follows a distribution F 4 · 5 with a density f 4 · 5. To
model the time sensitivity of the demand, we consider
two selling periods: an ideal period and a late period.
Demand arrives during the ideal period, but if there is
unmet demand by the end of the ideal period because
of inadequate supply, then a proportion � ∈ 40115 of
the unserved customers will not return for vaccination,
whereas the rest will return during the late period.
Thus, the parameter � captures the time sensitivity of
demand. Based on these demand characteristics, the
retailer determines the order quantity Q, which incurs
an administrative cost of co4≥ 05 per unit that captures
the burden of processing the order.

The manufacturer operates in dual production modes:
“regular” and “early” with respective subscripts r and e.
Under the regular production mode, the manufacturer
has an uncertain delivery lead time and cannot always
deliver the product in a timely fashion. With probability
�∈ 40115, the delivery is on time (i.e., satisfying the
demand during the ideal period); with probability
41 −�5, the delivery is late (i.e., satisfying the demand
during the late period). The manufacturer also has
the early production mode, in which the manufacturer
starts at-risk production before the product design (i.e.,
vaccine composition) is finalized. The early production
mode guarantees on-time delivery but is vulnerable
to design uncertainty: With probability � ∈ 40115, the
early production uses the same composition as the
finalized one, and with probability 41 −�51 the early
production uses a different composition, in which case
the whole batch of vaccine in production has to be
discarded. The respective unit production costs under
the regular and early production modes are cr and ce.
The manufacturer first decides an early production
quantity, denoted by Qe. Given Q and Qe, a regular
production quantity, denoted by Qr , can be one of the
following two quantities, depending on the outcome of
early production:

Qr =

{

Q−Qe with probability �

Q with probability 41 −�50
(1)

Below we specify the sequence of events (see Fig-
ure 1):

• t = 1: The retailer determines an order quantity Q,
and then the manufacturer determines an early pro-
duction quantity Qe.

• t = 2: Upon the release of the final product design,
the manufacturer determines a regular production
quantity Qr according to Equation (1).

• t = 3 (the ideal period): With probability �, early-
production outputs are delivered to the retailer during
this period. In addition, with probability �, regular-
production outputs are delivered during this period.

• t = 4 (the late period): Among the unserved cus-
tomers in the ideal period, a fraction 41 −�5 of them
will return to seek vaccination. On the supply side,
with probability 41 −�5, regular production outputs are
delivered to satisfy such residual demand.

For notational convenience, we define an indicator
I ∈ 80119 as

I =











1 if products from the regular production
are delivered on time1

0 otherwise.

Similarly, we define another indicator J ∈ 80119 to
represent whether or not the early production matches
the Committee’s recommendation. We have Pr4I = 15=

�1 Pr4I = 05= 1 −�1Pr4J = 15= �, and Pr4J = 05= 1 −�.
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Figure 1 Sequence of Events Under the Dual Production Modes

The retailer places an order
of Q units to the manufacturer.
The manufacturer decides
Qe, the early production
quantity, and starts the
early production.

Product design is finalized. If the
early production is successful (with
probability � ), the manufacturer
proceeds to produce Qr = Q – Qe
under the regular mode; otherwise,
the manufacturer chooses Qr = Q.

Products from both early production
(if successful with probability �) and
regular production (if on-time with
probability �) are shipped to the
retailer to meet the demand realized
during the ideal period.

(1 – �) of the unfilled demand
(if any) returns to the retailer
and is met by late delivery from
the regular production (if any).

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4

Table 2 lists three cases depending on the realization of
I and J .

Before proceeding to our analysis, we offer a few
remarks on the model. First, we abstract away from
modeling the detailed epidemiology and consumers’
vaccination decisions that constitute the demand-
forming process. This is for both analytical tractability
and practical relevance: It is well known that it is
extremely difficult to forecast flu activities in the next
flu season starting in October based on epidemic data
until January (e.g., Lofgren et al. 2007), and the practi-
tioners we interviewed placed orders in January simply
using forecasts from the previous demand data. Second,
our qualitative results will not change if the value of �
depends on the quantity delivered on time, reflecting
the observation that some consumers’ vaccine-seeking
behavior may depend on the vaccination and thus
infection conditions of the population in the ideal
period (see Arifoğlu et al. 2012). Third, we follow the
convention of the supply chain coordination literature
(e.g., Cachon and Lariviere 2001, Cachon 2003) by
adopting the forced compliance regime under which the
manufacturer must supply Q as ordered by the retailer
and by assuming that both firms are risk-neutral.

As a benchmark, we first analyze the first-best sce-
nario in which a central decision maker jointly deter-
mines the order quantity Q and the early production
quantity Qe to maximize the supply chain profit. Let
�S4Q1Qe5 denote the expected profit of the supply
chain and Z4Q1Qe5 the ex post sales quantity. We refer
to the solution of the following problem, denoted by
4QFB1QFB

e 5, as the first-best solution:

maximize
Q>010≤Qe≤Q

�S4Q1Qe5

= pE6Z4Q1Qe57− 64cr + co5Q+ 4ce −�cr 5Qe70 (2)

Table 2 Three Cases of Delivery and Early Production Outcome

Case 1. I = 1 (on-time delivery) With probability �

Case 2. I = 0 (late delivery) and J = 1 With probability
(successful early production) 41 − �5�

Case 3. I = 0 (late delivery) and J = 0 With probability
(unsuccessful early production) 41 − �541 − �5

In (2), 64cr + co5Q+ 4ce −�cr5Qe7 is the total expected
cost, which is derived from

ceQe + crE6Qr 7+ coQ

= ceQe + cr 6�4Q−Qe5
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J=1

+ 41 −�5Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J=0

7+ coQ0

We assume that ce > �cr—which includes the case
that ce = cr—to focus on a realistic situation where
there is a trade-off between the delivery advantage
of early production and the informational advantage
of regular production. This assumption guarantees
the following result: QFB

e < QFB; see Lemma A1 in
Online Appendix A (available as supplemental material
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/msom.2015.0574). Fur-
thermore, the first-best, early-production quantity QFB

e

is positive only when the delivery from the regular
production mode is sufficiently unreliable, the early
production mode is not very expensive, and the design
uncertainty is not overly high. We focus on the inter-
esting case where QFB

e > 0 because QFB
e = 0 means that

the early production is not a viable option (in contrast
to the common industry practice).

Next, we analyze a decentralized supply chain under
different supply contracts. A contract is said to coordi-
nate the supply chain if it induces the first-best solution
4QFB1QFB

e 5 from the firms comprising the supply chain.
One major performance metric we use in evaluating
supply contracts is the efficiency of the supply chain,
which is defined as the ratio of the supply chain’s
expected profit under a contract to that in the first-best
scenario.

3.1. Preliminary: Wholesale Price Contract
To understand key challenges behind the coordination
of the vaccine supply chain, in this section, we first
analyze the wholesale price contract that was used by
Manufacturer B during the 2008–2009 and 2010–2011
seasons (see Table 1). With a wholesale price w, the
manufacturer’s profit is �W

M 4Q1Qe5=wQ− crE6Qr 7−
ceQe = 4w− cr 5Q− 4ce −�cr 5Qe, and the retailer’s profit
is �W

R 4Q1Qe5= pE6Z4Q1Qe57− 4w+ co5Q.
As compared with a typical supply chain with only

demand uncertainty, a contract requires the coordi-
nation of the manufacturer’s production decision as
well as the retailer’s ordering decision. The following
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lemma shows that these two critical decisions are
interdependent:

Lemma 1.
(i) ¡E6Z4Q1Qe57/¡Qe ≥ 0, ¡E6Z4Q1Qe57/¡Q> 0.
(ii) ¡2E6Z4Q1Qe57/¡Q¡Qe > 0.

Lemma 1(i) means that the expected sales quantity
increases both in the manufacturer’s early production
quantity Qe and in the retailer’s order quantity Q.
Lemma 1(ii), however, is less intuitive. It states that
the marginal gain in the expected sales quantity from
a higher order quantity Q increases in the early pro-
duction quantity Qe, because the retailer can expect
more on-time delivered products from increased Qe

and hence a lower chance of lost sales. Interestingly,
Lemma 1(ii) also suggests that the marginal gain from
early production increases in the order quantity Q
as well. In other words, the decisions Qe and Q are
complementary to each other: A higher order quan-
tity Q will make early production more beneficial
to the supply chain and vice versa. Although this
might appear as a positive side of the supply chain, it
actually reveals a negative feedback loop in the firms’
incentives: On one hand, when the manufacturer bears
the risk associated with early production, it lacks the
incentive to improve the delivery performance, which
leads to potential loss in demand; on the other hand,
the demand loss induces the retailer to reduce its order
quantity, which further discourages the manufacturer
from making an effort to improve on-time delivery.

Because of the negative feedback loop, it is straight-
forward to show that a wholesale price contract (used
by Manufacturer B) cannot coordinate the supply chain.
Similarly, the conventional contracts such as buyback,
revenue sharing, quantity discount, and sales rebate do
not coordinate the supply chain, either. Furthermore,
two-parameter contracts may perform even worse than
a wholesale price contract (e.g., for any revenue-sharing
contract with a positive revenue share, there always
exists a wholesale price contract that can achieve a
higher supply chain efficiency), which counters intu-
ition that adding one more parameter to the supply
contract would lead to higher supply chain efficiency.
One intuitive way to overcome the delivery challenge
in this supply chain is to impose a penalty on late
delivery. Practitioners surely understand the impor-
tance of motivating early production, and as discussed
in §1, the D-QF and LR contracts that are used in
the industry include such a penalty in two different
forms (i.e., buyback and rebate, respectively). Are those
late penalty terms sufficient to induce the firms to
make decisions to optimize supply chain efficiency?
We examine this question next in §4. After analyzing
these two contracts used in practice, we propose and
analyze the BLR contract in §5. Then we evaluate the
performance of different contracts in §6. Finally, in §7
we consider various extensions of the main model.

4. Analysis of D-QF and LR Contracts
In this section we analyze the D-QF and LR contracts,
focusing on whether these contracts facilitate the coordi-
nation of the supply chain, and whether they allow for
flexible division of total supply chain profits between
the firms. We assume that the manufacturer’s early
production quantity is not verifiable by the retailer and
hence cannot be contracted on.

4.1. Delivery-Time-Dependent Quantity Flexibility
(D-QF) Contract

Under a D-QF contract, the retailer is allowed to return
its leftover inventory at full price up to some level,
referred to as return allowance, that depends on the
timing of delivery. Although this contract has been
adopted in the U.S. influenza vaccine supply chain (e.g.,
Manufacturer A in Table 1), it has not been reported in
the literature.

Let Y1 be the quantity delivered by the end of the
ideal period, and Y2 the quantity delivered after the
ideal period. The return allowance is then equal to
�1Y1 + �2Y2, where �11�2 ∈ 60117 are the returnable
proportions of the quantities delivered on time and
late, respectively. Hence, the return allowance can be
represented as

�1Y1 +�2Y2 =











�1Q (Case 1)
�1Qe +�24Q−Qe5 (Case 2)
�2Q (Case 3)0

When �1 = �2, the D-QF contract is reduced to the quan-
tity flexibility (QF) contract previously studied in the
literature. We denote by Rd4Q1Qe5 the total returning
quantity at the end of a demand season under the D-QF
contract: Rd4Q1Qe5= min8�1Y1 +�2Y21Q−Z4Q1Qe59;
see Online Appendix A for its detailed characterization.
The transfer payment from the manufacturer to the
retailer is Td4Q1Qe5 = w ·Rd4Q1Qe5, where w is the
wholesale price.

Now we characterize the parameters of a D-QF
contract that coordinate the supply chain. For ease of
exposition, let us define the following three numbers:

�415
≡ 41 −�25Q+ 4�2 −�15Qe so that

� ≥ �415
⇔Q− � ≤ �1Qe +�24Q−Qe53

�425
≡ 641 −�25Q+ 4�2 −�1 −�5Qe7/41 −�5 so that

� ≥ �425
⇔Q− 8Qe + 41 −�54� −Qe59

=Q−�Qe − 41 −�5� ≤ �1Qe +�24Q−Qe53

�435
≡ 4Q−�Qe5/41 −�5 so that

� ≥ �435
⇔Q−Qe ≤ 41 −�54� −Qe53

where �415 is the demand level at which the leftover
inventory is equal to the return allowance when � <Qe,
�425 is the demand level at which the leftover inventory
is equal to the return allowance when � ≥ Qe, and
�435 is the demand level above which there will be no
leftover inventory (implying that �425 < �435).
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Proposition 1.
(i) Any D-QF contract with �2 ≤ �1 (where �11�2 ∈ 60117)

cannot coordinate the supply chain.
(ii) Suppose both firms’ objective functions are unimodal.

Then a D-QF contract coordinates the supply chain if and
only if one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

(A) �1Q
FB
e + �24Q

FB − QFB
e 5 < QFB − QFB

e , and at
4Q1Qe5= 4QFB1QFB

e 5,

4AM 5 2 41−�5�64�2 −�1 −�5F 4�4255+�F 4Qe57

=
ce−�cr

w
1

4AR5 2 �6F 4Q5−41−�15F 441−�15Q57

+41−�5�6F 4�4355−41−�25F 4�
42557

+41−�541−�5

[

F

(

Q

1−�

)

−41−�25F

(

41−�25Q

1−�

)]

=1−
cr
w
0

(B) �1Q
FB
e + �24Q

FB − QFB
e 5 ≥ QFB − QFB

e , and at
4Q1Qe5= 4QFB1QFB

e 5,

4BM 5 2 41−�5�4�2 −�15F 4�
4155=

ce−�cr
w

1

4BR5 2 �6F 4Q5−41−�15F 441−�15Q57

+41−�5�6F 4�4355−41−�25F 4�
41557

+41−�541−�5

[

F

(

Q

1−�

)

−41−�25F

(

41−�25Q

1−�

)]

=1−
cr
w
0

Part (i) suggests that a necessary condition for a
D-QF contract with 4�11�25 to coordinate the supply
chain is 0 ≤ �1 <�2 ≤ 1. The condition looks intuitive
at first glance, but it merits some discussion. It first
implies that �2 > 0, meaning that return allowance for
late-delivered items must be positive. This is required
for the manufacturer to bear at least some level of
delivery risk. Second, the condition requires �2 >�1,
meaning that return allowance for late delivery must
be higher than that for on-time delivery. As discussed
earlier in this section, the D-QF contract with �2 =

�14> 05 is reduced to the QF contract. Thus, this result
implies that the QF contract can never coordinate the
supply chain. It is worth noting that the QF contract
does provide the manufacturer with some degree of
incentive to undertake at-risk early production because
of the time-sensitive demand; i.e., even with �2 = �1, the
manufacturer is better off with on-time delivery because
on-time delivered vaccines can serve the demand in
both ideal and late periods, whereas late-delivered
vaccines can serve only the lower demand in the late
period, resulting in higher returns to the manufacturer.

Therefore, this condition suggests that a D-QF contract
needs to provide a substantial level of incentive to
motivate the manufacturer to undertake at-risk early
production. This is consistent with the practice: in
Table 1, Manufacturer A uses �2 = 50% >�1 = 25%.

Part (ii) further presents necessary and sufficient
conditions for a D-QF contract to coordinate the sup-
ply chain. Conditions (A) and (B) correspond to the
scenario under which the total return allowance is
relatively low and high, respectively. This can be seen
by noting that �1Q

FB
e +�24Q

FB −QFB
e 5 and QFB −QFB

e are
the return allowance and the late-delivered quantity
for Case 2, respectively, when QFB and QFB

e are chosen.
These conditions illustrate two objectives to achieve for
channel coordination: mitigate the manufacturer’s risk
associated with early production and thus induce the
manufacturer to improve its on-time delivery perfor-
mance (as reflected in (AM ) and (BM )), and overcome
double marginalization and thus induce the retailer to
order more (as reflected in (AR) and (BR)). Observe that
4AM 5 and 4BM 5 contain only the probability for Case 2,
41 −�5�, because early production helps improve on-
time delivery only in the case when regular production
yields late delivery and early production is successful.
In contrast, 4AR5 and 4BR5 contain the probability for
each of Cases 1–3 (i.e., � for Case 1, 41 −�5� for Case 2,
and 41 −�541 −�5 for Case 3; see Table 2) because the
order quantity Q affects sales and inventory outcomes
in all three cases.

Conditions (A) and (B) can be interpreted as follows.
On the manufacturer’s side, the contract needs to
motivate the manufacturer to undertake at-risk early
production to improve on-time delivery performance.
To this end, 4�2 − �15 needs to be sufficiently high
(given �2) to satisfy (AM ) and (BM ). On the retailer’s
side, the contract needs to eliminate double marginal-
ization. A D-QF contract lessens double marginalization
by allowing the retailer to return leftover up to the total
return allowance, �1Y1 + �2Y2. Thus, �1 and �2 must be
sufficiently high to incentivize the retailer to increase
its order size. Especially, when on-time delivered units
Y1 is expected to be larger than late delivered units Y2
(see Online Appendix A), a D-QF contract must specify
return allowance �1 sufficiently high to be effective in
addressing double marginalization. This can be seen
from the first term in the left-hand side of (AR) or (BR),
which increases in �1.

Finally, we note that a tension may arise between
the two objectives for channel coordination. The manu-
facturer’s incentive to improve delivery performance
increases with 4�2 −�15, but the retailer places a large
order especially when �1 is high. As a result, there may
not exist a coordinating D-QF contract. Such situations
may arise in the following circumstances when the
value of early production to the manufacturer is low:
(i) regular production is highly reliable (i.e., � is high);
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Figure 2 (Color online) Existence or Nonexistence of Coordinating D-QF Contracts
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Notes. Parameters used: cr = ce = $31 co = $01w = $81 p = $181 � = 0081 � = 003. The demand follows a gamma distribution with a density of f 4�5 =

4�g5
−�g e−�/�g ��g−1/â 4�g5, where �g = 4 and �g = 0025. A solid curve represents D-QF contracts that satisfy the first objective (i.e., induce the manufacturer to

choose QFB
e ), and a dotted curve represents D-QF contracts that satisfy the second objective (i.e., induce the retailer to order QFB).

(ii) final product design is difficult to predict (i.e., � is
low); (iii) demand is not so sensitive to time (i.e., �
is low); or (iv) cost difference between the two pro-
duction modes is high (i.e., ce −�cr is high). This can
be seen in conditions (A) and (B); for example, when
� is low, ceteris paribus, a high 4�2 − �15 would be
necessary to satisfy (AM ) and (BM ), but a low � makes
it difficult to satisfy (AR) or (BR). Figure 2 illustrates
how the existence of a coordinating D-QF contract and
its contract parameters 4�∗

11�
∗
25 change with �. Coor-

dinating contract parameters 4�∗
11�

∗
25 are obtained in

Figure 2(a)–(b) where the solid and dotted curves cross,
whereas there exists no coordinating D-QF contract in
Figure 2(c) with no crossing point.

Remark 1. Part (ii) of Proposition 1 builds on the
unimodality of the firms’ objective functions. The
retailer’s objective function is unimodal under an arbi-
trary probability distribution. We can analytically show
that under many distributions, a sufficient condition for
the manufacturer’s objective function to be unimodal
is that �2 − �1 is not too large; for example, under
uniform distribution, a sufficient condition is that
�2 −�1 ≤ min8

√

�/41 −�51
√

2�9. We can numerically
demonstrate that the manufacturer’s objective function
is unimodal for a wide range of scenarios.

Flexibility of Profit Division. We now examine the
issue of profit division between the two firms under
coordinating D-QF contracts. We show in the following
that any profit division is possible by choosing a whole-
sale price w. Under a D-QF contract, the manufacturer’s
expected profit is �D−QF

M =wQ− crQ− 4ce −�cr5Qe −

wE6Rd4Q1Qe57, and hence the manufacturer’s profit
share �M is given by

�M 4w5

=
wQFB−wE6Rd4Q

FB1QFB
e 57−4cr +co5Q

FB−4ce−�cr 5Q
FB
e

pE6Z4QFB1QFB
e 57−4cr +co5Q

FB−4ce−�cr 5Q
FB
e

0

As the wholesale price w approaches the retail price
p, �M 4w5 approaches one because (i) the expected
returning quantity E6Rd4Q1Qe57 cannot exceed the total
leftover inventory, so E6Rd4Q1Qe57≤Q−E6Z4Q1Qe57,
which can be rewritten as Q − E6Rd4Q1Qe57 ≥

E6Z4Q1Qe57; and (ii) wQFB − wE6Rd4Q
FB1QFB

e 57 =

w8QFB −E6Rd4Q
FB1QFB

e 579→ p8QFB −E6Rd4Q
FB1QFB

e 579≥

pE6Z4QFB1QFB
e 57. On the other hand, as w approaches

cr + co + 4ce − �cr5Q
FB
e /QFB, �M 4w5 approaches zero

because �D−QF
M approaches zero. Given that profit func-

tions are continuous in w, clearly any profit allocation
is possible by choosing w.

Our numerical analysis further shows that if a coor-
dinating D-QF contract exists for a given set of param-
eters, then there is a wide range of wholesale prices to
choose from. For example, for the parameters used in
Figure 2(a), a D-QF contract is capable of coordinating
the supply chain for any w between $3.18 and $18,
implying that a change of w does not intensify the
tension between the two contracting objectives. To see
this, observe from the right-hand sides of (AM ) and
(BM ) in Proposition 1 that as w decreases, �2 −�1 has
to be higher. But the right-hand sides of (AR) and (BR)
suggest that as w decreases, �1 needs to be lower.

4.2. Late Rebate (LR) Contract
In the influenza vaccine industry, we observe the
usage of an LR contract under which there is a rebate
for orders shipped after the ideal vaccination period.
For example, Manufacturer B provided a 10% rebate
for late-delivered items during the 2009–2010 season
(see Table 1). An LR contract is simple to implement
because it solely relies on the quantity of late-delivered
products.

We denote by �LR a proportion of the wholesale price
w that the manufacturer rebates to the retailer for late-
delivered items. Under this contract, the manufacturer’s
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expected profit and the retailer’s expected profit can be
expressed as follows:

�LR
M = 4w−cr 5Q−4ce−�cr 5Qe

−�LRw41−�54Q−�Qe53

�LR
R = p ·E6Z4Q1Qe57−6w+co−�LRw41−�57Q

−�LRw�41−�5Qe0

(3)

In general, we can show that there does not exist a
coordinating LR contract under an arbitrarily chosen w.
This is because under an LR contract, the manufac-
turer would benefit from a decreased marginal cost
associated with early production. However, the manu-
facturer’s objective function under an LR contract does
not contain E6Z4Q1Qe57 (expected selling quantity),
meaning that it does not directly benefit from the sales
of flu vaccine. Formally, we have the following result
about the LR contract.

Proposition 2. The LR contract does not coordinate
the supply chain unless the wholesale price w = ce/�
and the rebate level �∗

LR = 4ce −�cr5/641 −�5ce7∈ 40117,
in which case the retailer fully bears the risk associated
with design uncertainty and takes all the supply chain
profit.

Proposition 2 shows that there exists a coordinating
LR contract only when the retailer has a dominating
bargaining power and earns all supply chain profit. This
contract requires a wholesale price to be above the unit
production cost, since w = ce/� is greater than both ce
and cr because �< 1 and ce >�cr (see §3). Furthermore,
it requires �LR = �∗

LR to induce the manufacturer to
choose Qe = QFB

e because in this case its expected
unit cost of early production 4ce −�cr5 is fully offset
by its expected unit benefit from early production
41 −�5��∗

LRw as shown in (3). In other words, the LR
contract effectively transfers all the risk from early
production to the retailer. Lastly, note that (1) �∗

LR > 0 is
a result of the assumption ce >�cr (see §3); (2) �∗

LR ≤ 1
when ce/� ≤ cr/�, meaning that to achieve on-time
delivery, the expected unit cost of early production
(ce/�) is lower than that of regular production (cr/�).
In other words, early production is more cost efficient
than regular production in achieving on-time delivery.
When this condition is violated, �∗

LR > 1, and hence LR
contracts cannot achieve the first-best outcome.

In reality, a retailer rarely has a dominating bar-
gaining power against a large manufacturer, so LR
contracts are unlikely to achieve the first-best outcome.
An LR contract simply penalizes the manufacturer for
late delivery to incentivize the manufacturer to under-
take at-risk early production, but unless the wholesale
price is very low, it lacks the ability to achieve the
second objective of overcoming double marginaliza-
tion, thus failing to induce the retailer to place a large
order.

By Proposition 2, an LR contract would perform well
when a retailer has a strong bargaining power such that
the wholesale price is set close to ce/�. In addition, it
is intuitive that the retailer’s lack of incentive to place
a large order is less severe when facing lower demand
uncertainty. We can formally show that under low
demand uncertainty, a properly designed LR contract
can nearly coordinate the supply chain.

5. Buyback-and-Late-Rebate (BLR)
Contract

So far we have analyzed three contracts most com-
monly used in practice, namely, wholesale price, D-QF,
and LR contracts. In view of the two key objectives
in contract design (eliminating double marginaliza-
tion and incentivizing the manufacturer’s at-risk early
production), none of these contracts is satisfactory
because they may not achieve the first-best outcome
because of the tension between these two objectives.
Thus, we investigate a combination of contract struc-
tures that have proven to be practical to implement
in the influenza vaccine industry (i.e., D-QF and LR
contracts).

Using this approach, we now propose a buyback-and-
late-rebate (BLR) contract that combines a late rebate
term with a buyback term. Under the BLR contract,
whereas the late rebate component is the same as the
LR contract, the buyback component is a variant of the
D-QF contract in that it sets �1 = �2 = 100% and pro-
vides a partial buyback credit b <w per unit. Thus, the
BLR contract offers partial-credit full-quantity buyback
of leftover inventory and a rebate for late-delivered
vaccines. Our interviews with vaccine contracting prac-
titioners confirm that the BLR contract can be easily
implemented because (1) the quantity of late deliver-
ies is embedded in healthcare providers’ purchasing
and accounting systems, and (2) vaccine manufactur-
ers arrange trucks to pick up unused leftover inven-
tory from healthcare providers at the end of each
season.

We use � ∈ 40115 such that � ·w is the rebate from
the wholesale price w for a late-delivered unit. Thus,
the expected transfer payment from the manufacturer
to the retailer is represented as

TBLR4Q1Qe3 b1�5

= b · 8Q−E6Z4Q1Qe579

+�w641 −�5�4Q−Qe5+ 41 −�541 −�5Q70 (4)

In (4), the first term is the manufacturer’s expected
buyback credit to the retailer, and the second term
is the manufacturer’s expected rebate, in which late-
delivered quantity is 0 with probability � (in Case 1),
Q−Qe with probability 41 −�5� (in Case 2), and Q
with probability 41 −�541 −�5 (in Case 3). Recall from
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our discussion of the D-QF contract that there are two
objectives in the contract design that may be conflicting
with each other under the D-QF contract. Interestingly,
under a BLR contract, the two objectives complement
each other: On one hand, the retailer’s marginal utility
from the transfer payment ¡TBLR4Q1Qe3 b1�5/¡Q = b41−

¡E6Z4Q1Qe57/¡Q5+�w41 −�5 increases in both b and �.
On the other hand, the manufacturer’s marginal utility
from the transfer payment ¡6−TBLR4Q1Qe3 b1�57/¡Qe =

b ·¡E6Z4Q1Qe57/¡Qe+�w41−�5� also increases in both b
and �. This suggests that whereas a high buyback price
helps overcome double marginalization, it also reduces
the necessity of using a high rebate level; likewise, a
high rebate level helps incentivize early production,
and at the same time it reduces the necessity of using
a high buyback price. The proposition below details
the properly designed BLR contract that coordinates
the supply chain.

Proposition 3. The BLR contract coordinates the sup-
ply chain if and only if

b∗

BLR =
�w− ce

�4p− co5− ce
· p and

�∗

BLR =
4p−w− co54ce −�cr 5

w41 −�56�4p− co5− ce7
0

Under the contract, the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s
profit shares are 6�4p − w − co57/6�4p − co5 − ce7 and
4�w− ce5/6�4p− co5− ce7, respectively.

One can verify that b∗
BLR <w+ co holds so that the

retailer will not profit from leftover inventory. To
ensure that b∗

BLR > 0 and 0 < �∗
BLR ≤ 1, we need two mild

conditions in addition to ce/�≤ cr/� (cf. Proposition 2).
First, we require that p > w + co, meaning that the
retail price is higher than the wholesale price plus the
per-unit administration cost. Second, �w > ce, that is,
the manufacturer’s expected per-unit revenue from
early production (�w) is higher than the unit cost (ce).

In §4.2, we have shown that although there exists
a coordinating LR contract under a wholesale price
w = ce/�, such a contract does not allow a flexible
profit division between the manufacturer and the
retailer; in fact, as w deviates from ce/�, the supply
chain performance deteriorates. Under the optimal
BLR contract, by Proposition 3, the retailer’s profit
share is 4�w− ce5/6�4p− co5− ce7. Because the range of
w is ce/� <w < p− co (see the previous paragraph),
the retailer’s profit share can be any value between
zero and one. Therefore, the supply chain profit can be
arbitrarily divided between the firms by adjusting the
wholesale price w.

The following corollary provides comparative statics
to show the impact of �, �, and � on the optimal BLR
contract parameters b∗

BLR and �∗
BLR.

Corollary 1. Under a coordinating BLR contract, the
following results hold:

Retailer’s Manufacturer’s
b∗
BLR �∗

BLR profit share profit share

� — ↑ — —
� ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓

� — — — —

As � increases, the regular production mode becomes
more reliable. Thus, a higher rebate rate (�∗

BLR) is
needed to motivate the manufacturer to operate in
the early production mode, but the buyback price
(b∗

BLR) remains unchanged because � does not affect the
expected additional cost of early production (ce −�cr ).
The profit division of the supply chain between the
two firms is directly tied to the buyback price b∗

BLR

and thus remains unchanged. As � increases, early
production becomes less risky. Even a lower rebate
rate (�∗

BLR) can now provide the manufacturer with
adequate incentive. To encourage the retailer to place a
larger order, the manufacturer offers a higher buyback
price (b∗

BLR), which gives the retailer a higher profit
share. Interestingly, the optimal contract parameters
are independent of the time sensitivity of demand
(captured by �). To understand why, note that � does
not affect the quantity of late-delivered products. In
addition, although � affects the quantity of the leftover
inventory, it affects neither the manufacturer’s nor
the retailer’s marginal loss or gain from the leftover
inventory under the BLR contract. This remains true
even when � is a function of the on-time-delivered
quantity.

6. Evaluation of Contract Performance
We now evaluate the performance of the sample con-
tracts used by Manufacturers A and B during the period
2009–2011, as shown in Table 1. Our performance eval-
uation is based on the U.S. influenza vaccine market
and primarily serves as an illustration of the efficiency
of the influenza vaccine supply chain under different
contracts. We use the actual wholesale prices for 0.5 ml
syringe offered by Manufacturers A and B during the
2009–2010 season. (For confidentiality, we do not report
the actual prices here. The two wholesale prices are
roughly between $8 and $10, and differ only slightly.)
When Manufacturer B used the wholesale price con-
tract during the 2008–2009 and 2010–2011 seasons, its
wholesale price was lower than that of Manufacturer A
by 15% on average. Thus, for fair comparison between
the LR contract and the wholesale price contract, we
use the wholesale price for the wholesale price contract
that is lower by 15% than that for the LR contract.
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As is common in the supply contract literature, the
demand � is assumed to follow a gamma distribution
with a density of f 4�5= 4�g5

−�ge−�/�g��g−1/â4�g5. In
practice, we have observed that manufacturers use
the same contracts for different retailers. Because we
consider a retailer of any size, we normalize the mean
of � to 1 and use 0.5 for its coefficient of variation;
this leads to the shape and scale parameters: �g = 4
and �g = 0025. (We have also conducted additional
numerical experiments under different parameters of
the gamma distribution, and under different distri-
butions such as uniform and normal distributions,
and found that our main insights remain unchanged.)
In addition, we choose ce = cr = $3 and p = $18 (see
Online Appendix C).

Our numerical results summarized in Table 3 provide
the following implications:

(i) The D-QF contract performs reasonably well with
the average supply chain efficiency of 97.58% and
the manufacturer’s profit share of 42.97% under the
specified contract prices. However, Manufacturer A
should consider using higher return allowances to
improve its performance: Our further analysis reveals

Table 3 Performance of the Supply Contracts Used by Manufacturers A and B

Wholesale price contract used
D-QF used by A (2008–2011) LR used by B (2009–2010) by B (2008–2009; 2010–2011)

M profit R profit SC efficiency M profit R profit SC efficiency M profit R profit SC efficiency
8�1 �1 �9 share % share % % share % share % % share % share % %

8006100910019 42049 57051 97046 45052 54048 90009 41008 58092 91035
8006100910039 42094 57006 98025 45060 54040 90053 41048 58052 83030
8006100910059 44003 55097 98075 45084 54016 90047 42082 57018 72050
80061009510019 43050 56050 97079 46034 53066 90020 41008 58092 90014
80061009510039 44004 55096 98023 46037 53063 90030 41048 58052 81044
80061009510059 45018 54082 98069 46050 53050 90023 42082 57018 70038
80061009910019 44029 55071 97077 46097 53003 90002 40089 59011 92056
80061009910039 44086 55014 98007 46098 53002 90002 40089 59011 92056
80061009910059 46007 53093 98060 47000 53000 90000 40092 59008 92054
8007100910019 42037 57063 97000 45043 54057 90024 41007 58093 92002
8007100910039 42069 57031 97087 45079 54021 84034 41045 58055 86010
8007100910059 43049 56051 98037 47004 52096 76003 42072 57028 77093
80071009510019 43033 56067 97048 46036 53064 90013 41007 58093 91000
80071009510039 43072 56028 97090 46039 53061 90028 41045 58055 84038
80071009510059 44052 55048 98028 46049 53051 90025 42072 57028 75092
80071009910019 44009 55092 97052 46098 53002 90002 41007 58093 89088
80071009910039 44050 55050 97076 46098 53002 90002 41045 58055 82093
80071009910059 45034 54066 98017 47000 53000 90000 42072 57028 74032
8008100910019 42064 57036 97069 46000 54000 90041 41007 58093 92045
8008100910039 42046 57054 97042 46029 53071 86090 41036 58064 88096
8008100910059 42095 57005 97087 47030 52070 81042 42037 57063 83061
80081009510019 43018 56082 97012 46039 53061 90001 41007 58093 91082
80081009510039 43042 56058 97054 46041 53059 90024 41036 58064 87045
80081009510059 43092 56008 97084 46048 53053 90026 42037 57063 81078
80081009910019 43089 56011 97027 46098 53002 90001 41007 58093 90083
80081009910039 44016 55084 97043 46099 53001 90002 41036 58064 86010
80081009910059 44068 55032 97071 47000 53000 90001 42037 57063 80028

Average 43080 56020 97085 46050 53050 88098 41061 58039 85035

Note. “M” stands for the manufacturer, “R” for the retailer, and “SC” for the supply chain.

that on average 4�∗
11�

∗
25= 44707%15706%5 under optimal

D-QF contracts, yielding a supply chain efficiency of
99.71%. On the other hand, if the Manufacturer A is
solely concerned about maximizing its own profit, then
we find that it is optimal to set �∗

1 = 0% and �∗
2 = 92078%

with the average wholesale price. In fact, we observed
that another manufacturer in the industry used the
D-QF contract with 4�∗

11�
∗
25 = 401100%5 during the

2009–2010 season.
(ii) Manufacturer B may consider using a BLR con-

tract instead of using a wholesale price contract or
an LR contract, under which the supply chain effi-
ciency is, on average, 84.45% and 87.86%, respectively.
A properly designed BLR contract not only guarantees
channel coordination (i.e., 100% supply chain efficiency)
but also provides flexibility in profit division. Com-
pared to an LR contract, implementing a BLR contract
requires returning leftover inventory, but the additional
administrative burden is minimal.

7. Extensions
We now discuss three extensions to our model. Sec-
tion 7.1 extends our supply chain analysis to social
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welfare. Section 7.2 considers the case where the manu-
facturer produces only one monovalent vaccine early
with a strain that is most likely to be selected by the
Committee. Section 7.3 discusses the extension with
random production yield.

7.1. Social Welfare
Motivated by the real contracts used in practice between
vaccine manufacturers and healthcare providers (retail-
ers), we have so far focused our attention on how a
contract between these two parties coordinates the
firms’ incentives to maximize their total profits. Since
the influenza vaccine affects public health, we now
bring consumers’ benefits into context and analyze
the impact of supply contract design on social welfare
that is commonly defined as the sum of consumer
surplus and the supply chain’s profit. Since social
welfare includes the supply chain’s profit, the analysis
in this section will build on our earlier supply chain
analysis.

We model consumers’ benefits by estimating the
infection probability of the population. Without loss
of generality, we normalize the size of the population
to one. Then, the ex-post sales quantity represents
the proportion of vaccinated population, denoted by
z; i.e., z = Z4Q1Qe � �5. We let z1 denote the num-
ber of doses administered during the ideal period,
z2 = z− z1 the number of doses administered after
the ideal period, and � ∈ 40115 the efficacy of vac-
cine. Then, using an SIR Model with vital dynamics
(Adida et al. 2013, Keeling and Rohani 2008, Mamani
et al. 2012), we show in Online Appendix B that an
individual’s overall probability of infection during
the influenza vaccine season is 1 −�4z− �z25− 1/R0,
where � denotes the ratio of the length of the ideal
vaccination period over that of the influenza season,
and R0 is the basic reproductive ratio, a constant that
measures the expected number of individuals infected
by each infectious individual. Letting l denote the
average financial loss incurred by an individual from
infection (similar to Chick et al. 2008, Yamin and Gavi-
ous 2013), the consumers’ benefits from vaccination
can be captured by the resultant reduction in financial
loss, that is, −l61 −�4z− �z25− 1/R07− 6−l41 − 1/R057=
l�4z−�z25. Finally, the expected social welfare, denoted
by W4Q1Qe5, is represented as the sum of expected
consumer surplus and expected supply chain profit:
W4Q1Qe5= l�8E6Z4Q1Qe57−�E6Z24Q1Qe579−64cr +co5Q
+ 4ce −�cr 5Qe7.

In this setting, the following corollary shows that the
government’s subsidy to a retailer, together with a well-
calibrated supply contract, can align the supply chain
members’ incentives to achieve the social optimum.

Corollary 2. A hybrid incentive scheme, in which on
top of a coordinating supply contract between the manufac-
turer and the retailer, a third party such as the government

provides the retailer with a unit subsidy of 4l�− p5 for the
sales generated during the ideal vaccination period and a
unit subsidy of 6l�41 − �5− p7 for the sales generated after
the ideal vaccination period, can induce the maximum social
welfare.

Under the proposed subsidy scheme, the retailer’s
total revenue matches the social welfare impact from
the vaccination, and therefore the subsidy to the retailer
together with a coordinating supply contract between
the manufacturer and the retailer can achieve the social
optimum. The notion of introducing third-party inter-
vention is not new. It has been proposed in the literature
(e.g., Adida et al. 2013, Arifoğlu et al. 2012, Chick et al.
2008) that the government might subsidize or share
costs based on the total number of vaccines produced
by a manufacturer to bring the vaccine market closer to
the social optimum. However, such results are obtained
in the setting where the demand is deterministic and
the government determines the demand for vaccine
(Chick et al. 2008) or the manufacturer sells vaccines
directly to consumers (e.g., Adida et al. 2013, Arifoğlu
et al. 2012). In the U.S. market, however, retailers place
orders to manufacturers and then distribute vaccines
to consumers. One implication from Corollary 2 is
that contrary to the existing results in the literature,
it is not possible to achieve the social optimum by
providing a per-unit subsidy only to the manufacturer
based on the early production quantity Qe (or the total
production quantity Q). To understand why, suppose
that the government provides a per-unit subsidy to the
manufacturer based on Qe. Then the manufacturer may
have a lower early production cost and increase Qe.
However, the subsidy scheme would not increase the
retailer’s order quantity Q to the socially optimal level
unless the government provides another subsidy to the
retailer as well. On the other hand, our result indicates
that to achieve the social optimum it is sufficient to
use a coordinating contract together with a subsidy to
the retailer. This novel insight is obtained in our model
by taking into account the important role of retailers in
the U.S. influenza vaccine supply chain that have been
neglected in prior literature.

7.2. Trivalent Vaccine Under Continuous
Distribution of On-Time Delivery

As in the literature reviewed in §2, our base model
assumes away the consideration that a typical influenza
vaccine consists of three virus strains, one from each of
subtypes A/H1N1, A/H3N2, and type B. In practice, a
vaccine manufacturer first produces each monovalent
vaccine that contains one strain, and then combines
three monovalent vaccines into a trivalent vaccine.
As such, a manufacturer usually initiates at-risk early
production of one monovalent vaccine with a strain
that is most likely (but still uncertain) to be selected by
the Committee (VRBPAC 2002–2014). Moreover, our
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base model captures the uncertainty in delivery by
assuming that all vaccines from regular production
will be delivered either on time (with probability �) or
late (with probability 1 −�). We relax this assumption
by using a continuous random variable, denoted by
� ∈ 60117, that represents a random proportion of
on-time delivered units from regular production. We
denote by �̄ the mean of �.

Under this new setting, we maintain the same
sequence of events as in the base model but add the
following reinterpretations: (1) t = 1: Qe represents
an early-production quantity of monovalent vaccine
containing a strain that is most likely to be selected
by the Committee but is still uncertain. (2) t = 2: If
early production is successful with probability �, then
the manufacturer produces the remaining Qr =Q−Qe

units of the monovalent vaccine and then produces
Q units of each of two other monovalent vaccines.
Otherwise, the manufacturer produces Q units of each
of three monovalent vaccines containing the three
strains chosen by the Committee. (3) t = 3 to t = 4: The
manufacturer delivers JQe +�Qr units of trivalent vac-
cines (final products) on time during the ideal period
(t = 3) and delivers 41 −�5Qr units of trivalent vaccines
in the late period (t = 4).

Corollary 3. In the setting described above, a BLR
contract with b∗

BLR = 44�w− ce5/4�4p− co5− ce55 · p and
�∗
BLR = 4p−w− co54ce −�cr5/4w41 − �̄56�4p− co5− ce75

coordinates the supply chain.

We can also show that there exist exogenous parame-
ters such that no D-QF contract coordinates the supply
chain and that a coordinating LR contract exists only
when w = ce/� and the retailer takes all the profit of
the supply chain.

7.3. Random Yield
The uncertainty associated with the production of
influenza vaccine has two dimensions: delivery timing
and output quantity caused by random yield. The
first dimension has been one of the primary causes
of mismatch between demand and supply but has
not yet been studied in the literature. Thus, our paper
focuses on the first dimension while suppressing the
second dimension to maintain tractability. Without
considering random yield, our base model presented
in §3 assumes that the manufacturer’s total production
quantity from both early and regular production modes
equals the retailer’s order quantity Q. Now consider
the case with yield uncertainty. Let � denote a random
yield with a support of 6�1 �̄7, a density h4 · 5, and a
cumulative distribution H4 · 5. When the production
quantity targeted by the manufacturer (or the number
of chicken eggs put into production) is n, the quantity of
vaccines produced is �n. In this case, the manufacturer
may choose its target production quantity differently

from the retailer’s order quantity Q0 Unfortunately, with
four different sources of uncertainties (design, delivery,
demand, and yield) in one model, it is very challenging
to characterize the optimal target production quantity.
Thus, for tractability, we assume that the manufacturer
chooses a target production quantity in proportion to
the retailer’s order quantity; i.e., Q/k for some fixed
constant k > 0. This assumption is consistent with the
literature; for example, Chick et al. (2008) derive k
endogenously from the yield distribution (Corollary 1),
and Federgruen and Yang (2009) choose k= E6�7. In
addition, Choi et al. (2008), Güler and Bilgiç (2009),
and Gurnani et al. (2000), among others, assume that
the buyer determines the supplier’s target (input)
production quantity.

The sequence of events under random yield is similar
to that of the base model except for the following:
At t = 1, after receiving the retailer’s order Q, the
manufacturer determines the target quantity ne for
early production. At t = 2, upon the release of the
finalized product design, the manufacturer determines
the target quantity nr for regular production according
to nr =Q/k− Jne. At t = 3, the manufacturer observes
the realized yield �. The quantity of vaccines from
early production—if successful—shipped to the ideal
period is �ne, and the quantity of vaccines from regular
production is �nr . In this setting, we can replicate the
following results from the base model without random
yield (see Online Appendix A for abridged proofs):
(1) None of the conventional contracts, including whole-
sale price, buyback, and QF contracts, can coordinate
the supply chain. As the variance of � increases, these
contracts become less efficient. (2) The D-QF contract
may coordinate the supply chain only under a set of
conditions, and its parameters are affected by both the
mean and variance of �. (3) The LR contract coordinates
the supply chain only under a specified wholesale
price, and the coordinating contract parameters are not
affected by the variance of �. (4) A properly designed
BLR contract can always coordinate the supply chain,
and its parameters are affected by the mean but not
the variance of �.

To demonstrate the robustness of our results, we
have conducted numerical experiments in which the
manufacturer determines k endogenously. When using
the same set of parameters as in Table 3 under random
yield following a uniform distribution between 0 and 2,
we found that supply chain efficiency drops slightly but
the relative performance among the contracts remains
the same.

8. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we study a contract design problem
for the U.S. influenza vaccine supply chain that faces
uncertainties in the design, delivery, and demand of
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the product. To mitigate the risk of late delivery, the
manufacturer operates in two production modes: the
regular production mode that starts production after
the design uncertainty is resolved and the early pro-
duction mode that starts production before the design
is finalized. The manufacturer faces a trade-off between
the informational advantage of regular production
and the delivery advantage of early production. Cur-
rently, the industry is experimenting with different
contract types, aiming to improve its supply chain
performance. This makes our study both explanatory
and prescriptive.

Our analysis reveals that without proper contract
design, a vicious incentive cycle may arise: Because
the manufacturer bears the risk associated with early
production, it lacks the incentive to improve on-time
delivery, which reduces the retailer’s order size in
anticipation of lost sales; this further discourages the
manufacturer from making an effort to improve its
delivery performance. As a result, conventional con-
tracts fail to coordinate this supply chain. We proceed
to analyze the two contract forms that are commonly
used in practice: the delivery-time-dependent quantity
flexibility (D-QF) contract and the late-rebate (LR) con-
tract. We find that both contracts may fail to coordinate
the supply chain under realistic settings because of the
tension between overcoming double marginalization
and incentivizing early production. These findings indi-
cate that a careful analysis of the interaction of multiple
uncertainties is needed in contract design—a haphazard
addition of more complexity to a contract does not
necessarily lead to coordination. By leveraging the
strengths while overcoming the limitations of the D-QF
and LR contracts, we construct a buyback-and-late-
rebate (BLR) contract, which can not only coordinate
the supply chain but also can provide flexibility of
profit division. These insights can help practitioners
design supply contracts for improving on-time delivery
performance of the influenza vaccine supply chain and
potentially do the same for other supply chains with
similar characteristics.

As for future research, studying sophisticated con-
tracts and negotiations between multiple manufacturers
and multiple distributors/retailers in a dynamic set-
ting will be an interesting research avenue. This has
been only partially addressed in the literature; e.g.,
Federgruen and Yang (2008) study the problem of a
retailer selecting a portfolio of manufacturers under a
fixed wholesale price, and Cho and Tang (2013) study
dynamic ordering and selling under a wholesale price
contract between a manufacturer and a retailer. Our
analysis of various contracts presented in this paper
will be useful building blocks to further advance this
line of research.
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